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Hyndford Gate is an
imposing, successfully
extended and substantial
detached family residence
villa set in beautifully
maintained and private
garden grounds with
Southerly aspects
overlooking the adjacent
rolling countryside. The
property has been finished
to an exceptionally high
standard and modified with
an emphasis on true
craftsmanship and
traditional values, notably
the bespoke kitchen,
staircase and fitted furniture
all expertly fashioned from
rich cherry. Energy saving
steps have also been
catered for with seventeen
solar panels fitted to the
South side of the property.
The latter extension offers a
wonderful self-contained, 2
storey wing, perfect as a
teenager/granny flat or may
even appeal to a large
family moving in together.

On entering the main property, you are met with an impressive
three-way cherry staircase situated within a broad and welcoming
hallway. The accommodation in its entirety comprises dual aspect
formal lounge, separate family room, currently being utilised as a
home office. Formal dining area with open plan, stunning handcrafted luxury kitchen which includes a wine fridge, fridge freezer,
dishwasher, coffee centre and AGA. Bay Window sun room.
A secondary hallway gives access to a useful utility room, WC,
integral double garage and self-contained bedroom suite with
private en-suite shower room and built in storage.
Upstairs, there are four double bedroom suites- all of which have
built in wardrobes- the master bedroom further boasting a walk-in
wardrobe with an abundance of shelving. The master bedroom has
a luxuriously appointed three piece ensuite shower room comprising
wash hand basin, WC, and 'state of the art' shower enclosure.
Bedrooms two and three share a three piece Jack & Jill bathroom
comprising wash hand basin, bath and WC.
The extended 2 storey wing comprises of a hallway, open plan living
area and kitchen. Large bathroom, 2 bedrooms and a further ensuite.
Only upon internal inspection can the property and setting be truly
appreciated.
The gardens are a feature in themselves- a sweeping multi car
drive way, accessed leads via electrically operated gates, leads to
the double garage. The side gardens boast a bespoke, hand-built
gymnasium with ensuite shower facilities which can readily
accommodate a home office. There are two further outbuildings
that could fulfil multiple needs. The rear garden is hard landscaped
with a large span of decking for low maintenance. The garden to
the other side is laid to lawn making a perfect, 'child friendly,' play
area.
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